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SOFT WEAR
Dear Hiro,

Thank you very much. I send the new file to our friend Fabio and Mirko.
Have a good day.

Giuliano
Dear Giuliano,

Do not worry that I will be there to support it. if you have some question, let
me know it please. I think R1 is easier and R3 is the hardest. We should sure
finish all categories and the ranking before the awarding ceremony.
I hope this time we will have less problems of judging. We had very hard time
in 2010 and we lost one French rider. I do not think it is all mistake of the
observer. But he had to explain the reason to the people to avoid problem. it
was difficult to solve it for me to keep the closing ceremony time. Please teach
to observers that what is different between “touching and leaning” on
obstacle. I think it is important point. And we will have less problems during
the event.

Sincerely yours,
Hiro
Dear Hiro,

thank you very much for your suggestion. This year secretary are organized
with Fabio and Mirko. They work with us in Moto Trial official competition with
Italian Motorcyclist Federation. During this events we receive congratulation
from FIM for the good job of secretary. I am sure that this Team will have a
perfect service in WBC. Ranking will be ready before ceremony. Judging:
2010 was our first experience. Usually I learn from my mistake. Roberto,
Tranquillo and me we have programmed 4 lesson to our observer. We have
already started the first lesson past week. The observer work with FMI in
official competition. One Observer work in World Trial Championship. I will
teach all rules and particular different between “touching and leaning”. Maybe
is possible that BikeTrial have lose Rider also in other occasion, in other
competition or for other motivation, but we don’t want repeat this mistake.
Observers are the first problem in BikeTrial organization and after our first
experience now we will know how we must behave. Thank you very much.

Giuliano
Dear Giuliano,

In the last time, the observers are good already. Just needed some experience.
I can trust them. Then, in case they had something not easy to judge the
motion, They should take minimum penalty when they are not very sure. Give
the preference to riders and no problem. This is written in the rules. Not try to
judge with maximum. Mostly it happens in touching and leaning situation.
Please tell it to all observers.

Sincerely yours,
Hiro
Dear Hiro,
Thank you for the BIU PENALTY FORMULA
* Rider Entry 39 TOLU MAXIME is cancelled
* Rider Entry 59 is PLEINECASSAGNES

Best regards,
J-Luc
HIRO,

On penalty formula is write
WBC R-1 SAIX FRANS (21-22/July/2012)
Please to modified ... SAÏX FRANCE....
best regards,
j-luc
Dear Jean-Luc,

Very sorry for my mistakes. I will fix those mistakes immediately. Thanks for
finding them before too late.

Sincerely yours,
Hiro
Dear Jean-Luc, Angel & Giuliano,

I fixed wrong and I am going to send you new soft wear (No. 05072012). Please
change.

Sincerely yours,
Hiro

As we cannot change the list any more after closed entry. We cannot erase
the data of rider who even canceled entry. So we will leave it put on RED
color with “canceled” indication on entry list.

HIRO’S TRIP FOR WBC

Hi Hiro,

Just a little bit surprised about your question. I had not been able to follow all
your conversations in BIU news (it is not trivial with such a quantity of letters).

I will try to help international BikeTrial and you as much as possible, of
course, but I need a short list of subjects (in case you finally do not come to
France and Catalonia) that allows me to realize what to do and whether I can
do it in a satisfying manner or not (with the help of France, Catalonia, Italy and
all the delegates).
Just keep us updated and let us know.

Sincerely,
Màrius Mollà
Dear Marius,

“THANK YOU! MARIUS”.
It may be too simple but I cannot find any other words to express my deepest
gratitude to you.

I never ask help to the other because I do not want to give any problems. But
this moment, it is the first time I need someone to solve the matter because I
cannot help it. The time is running and the situation is getting worse and
difficult for me but I tried to explain all things and tried to get max
understanding from our delegates.

I need your help for R1 and R2.
I think the most important thing after we closed the entry, is complete the
event and complete the competitions of all categories.

About the event side, we need our representative for the welcome, opening
and closing ceremony. So I would like to ask you to make your speech to
express thanks from our side to the organizer and supported people for the
event. That is all.

About the competition side, we can leave it to the 4 juries. You do not have to
attend section check. I think staying near to inscription is more important.
Please ask the official to check entry according to the official entry list. We
should not accept any changes after closed day. So strictly it should be

checked and make up the starting list.

Technical thing, such as the time of competition, juries can decide. Only in
case they do cannot decide, help it please.
During competition, may be something will happen and we just judge it by our
rules. In case of 2:2, need your final decision.
Then we can finish the event completely without problem.
I think that is all.
Is it okay?

I will make what to do list with much details according to the schedule for you
in some days. So let me try.

Sincerely yours,
Hiro
OK, Hiro! You can count on me! With your more detailed “to do list” I will do
my best. 

Regards!
Màrius
Dear Hiro,

I´m sorry for my late answer. I was at the biketrial camp with our riders.
I have read all BIU News. I think, that I understand situation around biketrial
and your family. I want to help, but my English isn´t good. Marius would be
better candidate. It will not be able to Marius, I take this position. Let me help
you and biketrial. You know well, that I did not miss any of the event.
Best Regards
Radim

Dear Radim,

Thanks for your thought. Kindly Marius accepted to take care of R1 and R2. I
feel his maximum responsibility and full respect to our sport. Please support
him if you can. I appreciate to any of your help.
I know some people disappointed and got angry to my decision that I am not
attend R1 & R2. There are many reasons tangled but then finally I took my
reason first in this situation for the first time in BIU. I have no excuse, but only
real. I hope they will forgive me at the end. I hope our corporation works. I will
do my best in R3 with Giuliano and all delegates to finish 2012 WBC. Again,
thanks a lot!

Sincerely yours,
Hiro

News No. 010 dated 05/07/2012
WBC IN CHINA

If possible, we would like to have at least one WBC in Asia. It helps many
Asian riders to wake up to Biketrial. I am expecting to Indonesia to come to
WBC for the first time ever in Biketrial history (like we will have Denmark
this year in Italy). It is very important to welcome a new country.
Dear Hiro

Thanks for the BIU news, hope Biketrial sports will go further with all effort of
BIU team.
I have visited the city Pan An 2 years before, I will try my best in these 2
months. Here are more photos, you can use if you like:
http://www.xbreaker.com/ArticleShow.asp?ArticleID=2638
http://www.xbreaker.com/ArticleShow.asp?ArticleID=2630

Best Regards

Jason

News No. 010 dated 05/07/2012

